Book 3, Chapter 3
How I got from my planet on board the mothership, - I don't know !
I guess we all traveled around for approximately five or six month, before a group of us were
transported in smaller vehicles down to Earth.
Little did I know, that the so called Program, decided by many Star Nations in common should
create great disturbances on planet Earth, and their leaders in the priesthood and spiritual
aware groups was not happy about to receive all these renegades.
I was really excited to be at the mothership despite their many strict rules. There were section
we were not aloud to enter and we had to participate instruction meetings every day.
There was an entire space dedicated to an indoor garden and it was humongous and full of
beautiful animals and vegetation, lakes and creeks.
My first question was: "Why is the sky blue - ? It would have been more natural looking if it had
been golden !"
I was told everything in this particular garden was almost a replica of the nature environment of
the planet where we were going.

I befriended a small group of people that all looked different from me, they either had a different
skin color, different bone structure and were either smaller or taller than me.
I was particularly infatuated by a young girl that had totally pale skin and fire red hair, she was
amazing. And a small fat guy that had brown skin and was tattooed all over his body and had
long curly hair.
I guess I got acquainted to five other people that also was destined to Earth. We communicated
mostly with body language and were all more or less telepathic. Besides that our languages
were totally different.
But we didn't all go to same destination on Earth. By the end of our journey I saw smaller
vehicles scoop out and descend to the beautiful blue planet.
Only 'Tattoo guy' and 'Flame hair' went with me to the same place. We landed outside the big
city on a valley where only tall grass grew. A delegation of people dressed up in fine garments
both men and women received us and were singing a accompanied by music to welcome us.
Besides me, 'Tattoo guy' and 'Flame hair' the were several others that were brought down at the
steppe eventually.
We stayed in small white houses at the outskirts of the city. Thou everything had been done for
us to adjust to the atmosphere on Earth I had a hard time breathing and my body felt like I had
gain weight.
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Young beautiful women attended to our care. They brought us fruits and water to
welcome us.
After I had slept in a dark room for several hours, they dragged me up some stairs on the
outside of the building, to see the view. The landscape was breathtaking. There were
myriads of different trees growing along and upon the roofs of the houses. The air was
full of birds in many colors. The streets was full of people in colorful outfits and near by I
could see parts of the outer channel, that was actually a great circle of water full of ships
with sails and smaller barges loaded with goods and even plants.
I was very dizzy and could hardly breathe. The girls let me know it would disappear in a
few days.
Overwhelmed by the city and it's large population I desperately wanted to see more.
The girls brought me a man with golden skin and black hair.
He was an interpreter. At first was he was mumbling all sorts of rubbish, and then all of a
sudden he said clearly, in my language: "Speak to me !" while his eyes were closed. "Tell
me about the planet you came from !"
"I don't understand - How can you speak my language ?"
" I can't - I borrow your brain !" he said and grabbed my head with both his hands and
waved it forth and back. "Come on boy let me get inside your head -Yes ! I'm there !"
And then he described my home planet in detail and jumped to describe the woods and
the little monkeys.
After that eerie head shaking he became my tour guide for the next couple of days.
I sailed in a small boat with him and the girls, laying down on a pillow with my head high.
I felt tapped from energy and could not stand up on my own two legs.
He showed me the many buildings and particular the temples, talked about the different
religious believe systems and though they all worshiped the Sun, which bothered me I
wasn't used to a Sun and stared right into it the first day, so I still had a dark spot in front
of my eyes covering my perspective of view.
I was introduced to the middle island with the amazing palace where the King of kings
ruled Atlantis.
After a few month I learned to walk on my own two legs and walked around in the area
was my quarter was. I got sad news. 'Tattoo guy' had died and shortly after 'Flame Hair'
girl died to.
Eventually I became aware of that all off us that came from other Star Nations dropped
dead one after another.
After four months and three weeks I died quietly in my sleep.
I died happily surrounded by women that told me Mother Earth the would soon embrace
me.
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As I went in and out of my different lives, and it didn't go by it in a chronological row, I had
many questions for my Light Being.
"Can I see the positive planet where I lived, - from Earth. ?"
"No, it exist in another band of frequency !" (In a higher Dimension ?)
How big was the 'Mother Planet' I had a feeling is was pretty huge and much larger than
Earth ?"
"It's smaller than Uranus and bigger than Neptune !"
"Can it be seen at our night sky - ?"
"Not for the moment - it belongs to a sister Binary Solar System, and has an elongated orbit
that last 3600 of your Earth years. But later in your yet present life, it will be seen. Because it
will come back !
It will enter your Solar System between Scorpio and Siggatarius and first pass through a
Star Constellation called Ophiuchus (The "serpent-bearer") it will pass around your Sun and
leave your Solar System again later.
It has happen many times in your history, go back to ancient Sumer to learn more about it.
Look for information about the Archangel Sariel and know that a Sar = 60.
It's from here you have your 360 degrees circle." he ended his information.
I was flabbergasted - and for the first time I doubted whom I was communicating with.
Was it a dark entity ? How could that possible be true ?
I have never heard about it before. (in 1985)
I could not find any information about in any book I had in my library nor could I find the
Archangel Sariel.
In 2011 I heard about this planet for the first time as I began to listen to old You Tube radio
shows about that specific issue, and it was called either Niburu or Planet X.
And I learned about Zecharia Sitchin's translation of ancient Sumerian clay tablets that
lasted him about 20 years to translate. I saw him give lectures on-line as well.
I did thou find information in some of my books about old Jewish Calenders that calculated
with 13 Star Signs. Ophiuchus there by became number 9 and Pisces number 13.
My people never called The Mother Planet: Niburu.
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I first found information about Archangel Sariel at a homepage called Sarah's Angels, where
hundred of angels were represented. It sad it doesn't exist anymore.
He was responsible for the punishment of the guilty. In some other text it reveals he encloses
them for a later punishment by the Archangel Raguel. In many old Gremory, mainly dark Magic
he was used to cast a circle around people or demons that was held kind of prisoners and
couldn't penetrate this circle. It was also told in many old scripts that Sourcerers connected him
with the Moon.
.......
It's interesting that quite many people are aware of that Planet X is accompanied by a group of
smaller planets or Moons.

